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Pick a Team and Topic

Small Groups of Three

Pick Top Two Themes: Agricultural Science, Climate Science, 

Modern Biology, Modern Physics

Once Group and Theme is Established (I will email you and post 

on course website), Pick One Topic to Investigate As a Team

Email Me Your Selection

**Fill out “group and themes” sheet**

**Consult “topics list”**



Choose Team Roles

Part I: Contemporary Problem (Present)- Who are the major stakeholders at play? 

How has the problem been connected to culture, polit ics, economics, rel igion, warfare, 

and/or the environment? What are the potential risks or rewards? Why should people 

care about this issue?

Part II: Historical Context (Past)- How did this problem come about? Put another way, 

what are the various historical forces—polit ical, economic, cultural, rel igious, mil itary, 

and/or environmental—that have led up to our present situation? Did past scientists or 

engineers or institutions face similar challenges or opportunities? And if so, what were 

the courses of action and consequences?

Part III: Reframing the Issue (Future)- Given our past trajectory, what are improbable 

solutions to the problem, and what are reasonable ones? Who or what wil l l ikely benef it 

from the scientif ic or technological advancement, and who or what won’t? How might the 

past offer guidance to the present and future?



Create an Outline and 

Bibliography

Outline consists of introduction, three supporting points, and 

conclusion. 

Bibliography consists of 5 sources you intend to use.

Submit to drop box on D2L/Brightspace under “assignments” 

page by Thursday, September 24, at 10 p.m.

**See Webinar Outline Template for complete details**



Draft a Narrative Script

Write 500-600 words total (2 double-spaced pages) based on 

outline

Seek conversational tone since it will be read aloud

Submit to drop box on D2L/Brightspace under “assignments” 

page by Thursday, October 8, at 10 p.m.



Create Content Slides

Make one (1) section sl ide and ten (10) content sl ides for each team 

member

Each section sl ide should include your topic section and your name.

Each content sl ide should contain at least one (1) visual—a picture, graph, 

chart, etc.—and bulleted key points and/or signif icant quotes.

An overall t it le sl ide should include your contemporary issue in science and 

technology, names of classmates, date, and course.

Special effects are okay to use but keep them plain and simple. For 

example, the “fade” transition would be appropriate to use, but “origami” 

transit ion would not.
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Part II: Historical Context
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International Geophysical Year 

(IGY)1957-58
 U.S. National Academy of Sciences: 

“to observe geophysical phenomena 

and to secure data from all parts of 

the world; to conduct this effort on a 

coordinated basis by fields”

 Began CO2 atmospheric observations 

at Mauna Loa, Hawaii,                                          

& Antarctica

U.S. Oceanographer

Roger Revelle

The “Keeling Curve”

Joshua P. Howe, Behind the Curve: 
Science & the Politics of Global 
Warming (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2014)



Host a Virtual Meeting 

via Zoom

Show online!



Record and Upload your 

Webinar

Show online!



Example of Webinar: 

Stratospheric Aerosols



Questions?



Discussion of Harari’s 

Sapiens (Parts I & II)

Why could the firestick be considered one of the most 

consequential technologies? How did fire influence human 

evolution?

What was the “Cognitive Revolution?” Why did it lead to larger -

scale cooperation among early humans?

For most of history, humans were foragers, hunters, and 

gatherers. What was life patterns like for them during this time?

Why did human spread across the globe lead to mass extinctions 

of other animals?



Discussion of Harari’s 

Sapiens (Parts I & II)

Harari argues that, counterintuitively, the “Agricultural Revolution” 

did not improve human quality of life. How so?

Harari states on page 81 that “we did not domesticate wheat. It 

domesticated us.” How does Harari explain the co -evolution 

between plants /animals and people?

What is an “imagined order”? How do myths support or change or 

abolish an imagined order?

How did the Agricultural Revolution lead to writing and numeric 

systems?

Why did the Agricultural Revolution produce social hierarchies?



For Week 5

Read Part III of Harari’s book Sapiens

Blog post due Sunday 9/13 by 10 p.m.

Begin Unit 2 on “Agricultural Science” (case study)

Group A: In-Person

Group B: Online via Webex


